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January Meeting

Our next meeting will be January 2"''. We'll try to be quiet so
we don't hurt your head. I know
this is such a party crowd. Our
demonstrator will be Bob Brewer.
He will demonstrate how to turn a
Bolo. This is the western string
tie that he wears to the meetings.
He will turn one or two and
demonstrate the use of the chatter
tool for added design.

New Officers
Bobby Clemens was elected as
our new president. Bobby has
been the president of the Upper
Cumberland Woodturners and is a
board member of the AAW. I'm
sure he will do a wonderful job.
We also elected Randy Trentham
to the board of directors and Steve
Shores will be our new Librarian.
I've enjoyed working with both
these gentlemen (Randy paid me
to say that) in the past and I'm sure
they will do a great job.

Membership Dues

Buy now you should have received a membership renewal
form. Jimmy Campbell has asked
that we all fill out one of these
forms even if you are just renewing
your membership. We want to get
the directory up to date. If your
dues are not in by March V you
will not be included in the directory.

Symposium

Simon Levy

Don't forget the Southern States
Woodtuming symposium. It is March
30 to April l". Featured demonstrators are Frank Sudol-deep thin wall
turning with piercing, Nick CookFumiture,Marketing, Judy WilliamsLace Bobbins and small turning,
Dave Barriger-treadle lathe, Dave
Hout-Metal spinning, Bobby
Clemens-small bowls, Christmas ornaments Brian Simmons-turning the
sphere. It wiil oe heid in Gainesville,
Ga. so it's not a really long drive. The
price is only S85 if you register soon.
Bobby Clemons and I have some registration forms or you can call Hal

I'd like to congratulate Simon
Levy on the cover photo and article in the December issue of the
AAW Journal. If you haven't see
it I will try to bring a copy to the
January Meeting. He came across
as airticlulate, and friendly, willing
to share what he has learned, (are
we talking about the same guy?)
Just kidding. I'm glad other tumers get to see him and leam what

Wood Expo
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enjoy seeing and learning about
his work.

TAW Web page

It has been suggested that we
look into creating a web page for
the club and possibly distributing
some of the newsletters by Email instead of mailing. This is
something that we are throwing
around and probably needs a
committee to look into the pssibilities. I don't have the skill to handle this but I am excited about the
prospect. If anyone is interested
in working on a web page or has
the knowlegde to help get it
started please contact Bobby or 1
Raffle
so we can look at the pros and
Be sure and bring items for the raf- cons and present it to the club.
This could help the club grow and
fle. This helps the club buy new
make our presence known. Let
books and tapes for the library and
also helps bring in big name speakers us know your feelings.
for our demo's and summer workshops.

Our club will participate in the upcoming Wood expo at the 124 Expo
center Feb.2"',3^'' and 4*. We will be
demonstrating and recruiting new
members. Barry Boyd will schedule
the demonstrators. If you want to
work at this event please contact him
and let him know. John Jordan said
he may bring a Stubby for us to show
off. This will be your chance to turn
on a really spectacular lathe.

New members
Alice Jensen
P.O. Box 932
Shelbyville, Tn. 37162
Loren Personett Sr.
247 Sunrise Ave.
Nashville, Tn. 37211
Ernest Sherrill
2613 Davidwood Ct.
Donelson, Tn. 37214

Classifieds

Loren Personett is offering
for free a good selection of Corian. He may be reached at 8341796
Charles Putnam has a 12 inch
Delta lathe with stand and accessories for $425 Call 931-362-3669

December
Demonstration
Bobby Clemons demonstrated
his method of sharpening and fortunately it coincides with the techniques of many other turners.
This will make the job of describing it easier. Bobby said he
bought a carbide tool in 1984 and
figured since it was carbide it
would never need to be sharpened.
Of course when he did leam how
to sharpen his tools his turning got
much easier. Bobby started the
discussion with a talk about
grinders and wheels. I discussed
grinders and grinding wheels last
month. Ifyou didn't get a copy
and want one give me a call. I
have included a copy of the coding on grinding wheels so you can
decipher these codes if you need
to. The last 2 wheels that I bought
didn't have any numbers other
than the grit. I had to assume that
they were meant for sharpening
lathe tools and therefore were of
the correct hardness.
With the exception of the skew
all the tools can be sharpened in
roughly the same manner when
sharpening by hand. To sharpen a

Show and Tell Instant Gallery
Simon Levy brought in 2 pieces. A box elder vessel and a Cherry
vessel. Both were textured in a beautiful pattern.
John Jordan had 3 pieces. One was Red maple burl and one was Koa.
I didn't catch the 3"* however.
Dave Collier had some homemade thickness gauges and a nice thick
curved scraper.
Bob Brewer had a bracelet of maple with an Inlace ring. He also
brought some earings he had made.
Darold Kessler showed an oak ornament with a circle drilled out to
hold a child's picture.
Harry French brought a Walnut pen and stand, a stamp box and some
small bowls
Fred Takacs brought a spalted Hackberry bowl and a Walnut bowl with
carving on the inside lip.
John Lucas had a Maple vase with colored with printers ink and a chalice with purple heart stem inlaid with gold foil mixed with clear Inlace
spindle gouge place the heel of the
bevel on the stone and then lift the
handle until the bevel is flat on the
stone. Then rotate the tool by twisting the handle to grind the entire
bevel. Some gouges will require
moving the handle leff and right
while you rotate the tool to achieve
thP! shape you want. These are usually gouges with a deeper flute. The
One Way Wolverine jig that Bobby
demonstrated has a "v" shaped cradle for sharpening spindle gouges.
The tool is simply placed in this cradle and rotated against the grinding
wheel giving you a perfect edge.

Most spindle gouges are sharpened
between 25 and 35 degrees. A 25
degree bevel will let you reach into
deep V grooves and comers. A 35
to 45 degree bevel will let you turn
deep coves in bowls and platters
while still rubbing the bevel, however because of their thickness the
top edge of the tool will hit one side
of a deep"V" groove. Each shape
has its advantages and disadvantages. Looking down on the top of
the gouge you will notice that some
have a more pronounced spear
shaped point rather than the usual

fingernail shape. This is due to
the shape of the flute.

A gouge with a deep "U" shaped
flute will produce the spear point
shape. A shallow flat curve will
produce a fingernail shape. I prefer the spear point for very fine
detail work but It can be tricky
when turning coves. Robert
Sorby makes a spindle gouge
called a Continental gouge that is
very flat and is a superb tool for
small spindles. It performs like a
skew but has the maimers of a
gouge.
Bobby talked about the problems of grinding the parting tool.
This seems like an easy tool to
sharpen but it can fool you. The
diamond parting tool has an area
in the middle that is thicker than
the rest of the tool. This is to reduce the friction when cutting
deeply into the wood. The sharp
area must be exactly on this thick
line or it won't cut properly. I
don't know the exact angle for
sharpening parting tools but judg-

ing from what I've seen anything
from 30 to 60 degrees should work.
I have 2 parting tools. I ground the
top of one in a curve, which reduces
the angle while keeping the mass
below the point. The other is sharpened in the traditional way. I find it
easier to keep the edge exactly at
the widest point with the curved
tool.

This allows me to turn it sideways and cut right up to a comer.

doesn't last very long but leaves a
finish that is really smooth. Many
turners feel that the large burr is
fine. Try both methods and let me
know what you think. I'm always
ready to leam something new.
Last but not least is the skew.
There are 3 basic designs that are
used. The square skew, angled
skew and curved edge skew.

I can also use it in a paring
cut to rough out the shoulders
where a bead will be or I can hog
off wood in the traditional manner.
1 didn't get a good look at Bobby's
parting tool so I went down to the
basement and measured the cutting
angle on mine as a reference. They
are 2 completely different parting
tools with different grinds, and yet
they both are almost exactly 50 degrees. One of my parting tools is
5/16 wide and works really well as a
beading tool or as a skew. It works
really well in place of a skew in
tight quarters.

Roughing gouges are usually
large "U" shaped tools. Sharpening
them is similar to the spindle gouge
except you have to slide the tool
when you rotate it around to the
sides of the U. This tool is usually
sharpened anywhere from 40 to 80
degrees. If you are going to use it
purely as a roughing tool use a steep
angle like 60 to 80 degrees. This
makes the edge stronger and you
can really hog off wood with one of
these. I use my parting tool as a
general shaping tool so mine is
sharpened to around 40 or 45 degrees. I also grind the top of the
flute the same way Bobby's gouge
was ground.

Scrapers are generally sharpened at a very steep angle, maybe
70 to 90 degrees. This puts a lot
of steel under the cutting edge and
helps reduce chatter. There has
been a lot of argument on the Intemet about how to raise a burr on
a scraper and a lot of disagreement over how big a burr. I'm
still experimenting with some of
the answers to see what really
works but here is what I've discovered so far. Straight off the
wheel I get a very aggressive burr
that will really remove wood. If
you mn your hand over the top of
the scraper you can feel this burr.
It will be more pronounced with a
courser wheel. When I am using it
in shear scraping mode I prefer a
little less burr so I polish the top
of the scraper with a 270 grit diamond hone. This is the purple
one if you buy the little plastic
diamond hones. This takes off
the big burr. Now I mn it up
across the bevel from heel to toe
to raise a very small burr. It takes
about 3 or 4 strokes. Check it
with your finger. This burr

I won't get into the discussion of
which one is best because I think
they all work well. I do have a little
more difficulty getting a razor edge
on the curved skew. Most people
grind the edge on a grinder. This is
to get the appropriate shape and angle but not the edge. Skews are
usually sharpened from 25 to 45
degrees. I find a 25 degree angle
has a very long bevel and makes it
very easy to cut long straight sections or gently sloping curves. A 45
degree angle will allow you to tum
smaller coves. Yes you can tum
coves with a skew it just takes practice and the size and depth of the
cove will be limited by the sharpening angle. When you grind the
bevel of the skew you get a concave
surface. This makes it much faster
to sharpen the edge because you
don't have to remove as much
metal.

Polishing the entire surface would
take quite a while. Many people

grind the bevel almost to the edge and then finish sharpening with a hand stone. Each time you sharpen the
concave area gets smaller and it takes a little longer to get an edge. When it takes too long go back to the
grinder and take a little more off. Some people use a strip sander or polishing wheel to get the final edge instead of a hand stone. Bobby demonstrated the use of a grinder followed by a fine oil stone and sharpening by
hand. I use a fine stone followed by a Washita soft stone. Whatever method you use it is necessary to get the
skew much sharper than most other lathe tools, especially the heel and toe. The skew is much more controllable when it is really sharp. Except for the concave area the bevel of a skew should be flat. Ifyou round the
edge even a little it won't behave as well.
There are a lot of other tools that must be sharpened and many require very differ ent techniques. These are
just some of the possibilities and I hope I have answered some questions for some of you. I want to thank
Bobby for demonstrating his technique. I would also like to thank all the other demonstrators from previous
years who have added to my sharpening technique. These include, Gary Runyon, Pat Matranga, Charles Alvis,
Jim Hadden and of course John Jordan. I probably forgot a few because everyone who demonstrates has a
unique style for sharpening. I'm sure I will leam much more in the fumre and hope you do also.
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GRINDING
WHEELS
KBY TO GRINDING
WHEEL CODES

WHEEL «1DTM

WHEa

DUMETER

Indicates abrasive type:
A = aluminum
oxide,
C = silicon
carbide

Indicates bond
y ^ Vitrified

Indicates
coarseness
of grit: 60, SO, 100, etc.
Indicates

hardness

of bond:
(softer)
through
K (harder)
H

Indicates
denaeness:
S (denser, grinds
hotter)
through 8 (less dense,
grinds cooler)

type:
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We meet on the 1 st Tuesday
of the month. The meeting starts
at 7 PM. We meet at the
Harpeth Hills Church of Christ1949 Old Hickory BlvdBrentwood, Tn 37027. Take 1-65
south of Nashville to the Old
Hickory Blvd. Exit 74-B. Cross
Franklin road, going 4.1 miles
(not quite to Hillsboro Pike). The
church is on the left side of the
road. Facing the church, use the
left side entrance, half way down
the building near the back of the
sanctuary. Everyone is welcome.

Membership in the Tennessee
Association of Woodturners is
open to anyone with an interest
in the craft of woodtuming.
Aimual dues are $25.00.

Officers:
President - Bobby Clemons 423447-6994
Vice President-Jackie Potts
931-583-2257
Secretary/Newsletter Editor
John Lucas
931-525-6400
Librarian-Steves Shores
931-596-2505
Treasurer Jimmy Campbell
931-381-9379
Imed. Past President- Mike Zinser

